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When was the last time you assessed your SQL server? If it’s been a while, you’re probably getting substandard
performance. Worse, it might have developed security vulnerabilities that leave you open to a breach—either from
outside or from within your own organization.
Our SQL Server Health Check evaluates performance and identifies weaknesses. We provide a thorough
report that flags problem areas and specifies actionable solutions. Our report is much more than a simple
summary of common findings. It contains carefully compiled analysis and recommendations that can only come
from an experienced specialist interpreting data.

Your applications must be quickly accessible
at all times. If poor performance prevents your
employees from serving customers promptly,
your business could suffer.

Your customers trust you to keep their
information secure. A breach can cause
irreparable damage to your company’s
reputation.

AVAILABILITY

SECURITY

You need confidence that your databases will
be up and running at all times, and that they’re
configured properly.

Backups are critical to protecting your data.
Should a server go down, your ability to recover
quickly is crucial.

STABILITY

BACKUP & RECOVERY

It’s our job to spot approaching problems before they arrive. Our comprehensive report alerts you to as-yetunnoticed issues that could cause trouble if not addressed. Our team goes over the report with you point by point,
answering questions and ensuring you have a clear understanding of our assessment and our recommendations.

SQL Q&A
Clear answers to these
questions can prevent
problems down the road.

1.	Are your Microsoft® SQL Servers® updated to the most recent version?
2.	Are your servers running out of storage capacity?
3.	Are there unidentified security vulnerabilities?
4.	Are your servers configured properly and being maintained regularly?
5. Where are they being backed up? How often?
6.	Are they performing at sufficient level?
7.	If your server died today, would you be OK?

Call us today to get started.
Greensboro: 336.369.0455 Raleigh: 919.297.1751 Winston-Salem: 336.369.0429 Charlotte: 704.697.5585
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How we provide
Our specialists know SQL.
And they know business.
Our database specialists have the
business background, project management
experience and technology expertise to
deliver recommendations attuned to your
business goals. Our health check saves
you time and money by ensuring that your
servers are performing optimally and that
your business data is secure.

BETTER ANALYSIS
at a LOWER COST
Dynamic Quest experts review your SQL Server
environment with an impartial perspective that
only an outside team can provide.

INDEPENDENT
AND IMPARTIAL

Health Check Report
Your SQL Server Health Check Report is
a unique, expert evaluation that includes:
⦾

Executive Summary

⦾

Configuration Findings

⦾

User Database Analysis

⦾

Risk Analysis and Recommendations

⦾

Hardware and Operating System Findings

⦾

System Database Analysis

⦾

Backup and Recovery Findings

⦾	
Monthly Maintenance Recommendations

Most companies don’t have a dedicated database
analyst (DBA). Our experts work on databases all
the time. With our team doing what they do best,
your team can focus on their own priorities.

EFFICIENT
We’re established specialists in
Microsoft SQL Server database management.
Our knowledge allows us to perform the
analysis effectively at less cost.

COST EFFECTIVE

We go beyond SQL
Dynamic Quest is an IT and cloud services provider serving customers across multiple industry verticals. We have
gathered a team of specialists covering nearly every aspect of IT. Our experts assess your environment, identify potential
problems, provide recommendations and get everything working optimally. Our advice and service is always strategically
focused on furthering your business goals—including cost control, stability, process improvement and growth.

Call us today to get started.
Greensboro: 336.369.0455 Raleigh: 919.297.1751 Winston-Salem: 336.369.0429 Charlotte: 704.697.5585

